GROWING A REPUTATION,
EXPANDING A TEAM
A CASE STUDY:

GI Associates

GI Associates
Background
• Independent physician group
located in Wausau, WI
• Advancing digestive health for
patients since 1993
• Offers an on-site endoscopy
center & 6 clinic locations

The Challenge
GI Associates had a loyal—and growing—
patient base, but was struggling with the
community’s perception that a patient must
go to the specialist that his/her doctor
recommends. There appeared to be a lack of
awareness from prospective patients about
provider capabilities at GI Associates. At the
same time, their expanding patient base was
leading to the need for additional providers.

Our Solution

To ensure increased referral patients, three goals
were identified:
• Improve relationships with referring providers,
and measure how these relationships affect
patient volumes.
• Position GI Associates as not only a digestive
health provider, but a partner in overall health
management.
• Increase online visibility through social media
channels, blogs, and videos.

Strategy
Educational Procedure videos
Legato developed educational procedure videos for the
website and social media.The goal was to create new
videos that walked the patient through the check-in
process, getting ready for the procedure and exactly
what patients can expect.

72.2K

views on prep videos in first 6 months,
10K minutes viewed

Aster Award Winner

2017 TV Commercial

TV Commercials
Legato produced TV commercials featuring colon cancer screening, acid reflux, general digestive health
conditions, and a branded commercial. The objective was to increase brand recognition and educate the
target market about the services GI Associates provides.

Digital Marketing
As part of a comprehensive digital
strategy, Legato implemented banner
and PPC (pay-per-click) ads, geofencing
ads, social media ads, and SEO (search
engine optimization) strategies to
improve rankings, drive traffic, and
increase awareness.

Think it might be
Heartburn?
We have the answers!

Learn more today

Provider Recruitment
To attract the highest quality provider talent, Legato Healthcare
Marketing helped GI Associates develop a physician recruitment
strategy that included a career opportunity website landing page
and email campaign. Along with efforts of a selected recruiting
agency, GI Associates welcomed two new gastroenterologists.

Results Speak for Themselves
GI Associates enjoyed almost immediate positive results.
• Social media results: 80 new Facebook followers during 2017
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Google AdWords
As a result of Legato’s analysis and digital program implementation, GI
Associates had a 13.5% CTR for branded/general AdGroup. Anything higher
than 1.79% is considered above-average for the healthcare industry.
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CTR: Click-Through Rate
Clicks: # of people who click on your link or ad
Impressions: # of people who view your link or ad
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• Clicks: 763
• Impressions: 5,650
• Percent served: 73%

• Clicks: 64
• Impressions: 1,342
• Percent served: 46%

• Clicks: 71
• Impressions: 2,305
• Percent served: 73%

• Clicks: 37
• Impressions: 1,618
• Percent served: 60%

The email to in-network referring physicians: Open rate was
44%, anything above 25% is considered excellent.
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44%
OPEN RATE

Comprehensive Planning Process
Legato recommends the development of a long-term, comprehensive marketing plan using the
Legato Planning Process. This process allows for the alignment of marketing objectives with overall
organizational goals, and puts together a framework for achieving these objectives and goals.
The four stages of the Legato Planning Process dive into the unique challenges and opportunities
specialty clinics face to ensure Legato creates a custom-designed plan.

PLANNING
PROCESS

STAGE 1
Chart Review

STAGE 4
Outcomes

•Information Review
•Internal Interviews
•Market Analysis
•Competitive Analysis

•Creative Development
•Execution
•Evaluation
•ROI

STAGE 2
Diagnosis

STAGE 3
Treatment Plan

•Insight & Hypotheses
•Primary Research
•Brand Development
•Service Line Prioritization

•Marketing Plan Development
•Objectives
•Strategies
•Tactics

What is Legato?
Legato is a musical term that describes the process of keeping various elements of music in harmony
with one another. Legato Healthcare Marketing serves as the conductor, striking harmony among the
myriad of healthcare issues, and developing results-driven, strategic marketing solutions.
Legato Healthcare is… In Concert with Healthcare

Who is Legato?
• A full-service healthcare marketing and communications firm
• A team with experience on the agency and client side
• With its senior-level healthcare leadership, Legato understands:
- Physician dynamics
- Building patient volumes
- Driving referrals
- Importance of a strong brand in healthcare

Legato brings a sharper focus to healthcare marketing.
Many agencies market healthcare. Some even specialize in it. But few focus specifically on specialty clinics.
Legato does.
Our niche means no time is wasted getting to know your environment; we work in it every day. And
each day we gain a deeper understanding of a complex arena in which we already are knowledge rich.
We also bring you the advantage of knowing what has worked for other clients in similar environments,
and what has not. Our “real-world” experience helps us develop business and marketing plans that
work—and brands that resonate with patients and referral sources.

“GI Associates has benefitted greatly from our partnership with Legato Healthcare Marketing.
From growing our reputation in the community, to strengthening our partnerships with
referring providers, we continue to flourish as we add to our reputable team of board-certified
gastroenterologists, associate providers, and registered nurses.”
-Cathleen Rohling, Chief Operating Officer at GI Associates & GI Associates Endoscopy Center
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For healthcare marketing insights, subscribe to our blog at
legatohealthcaremarketing.com

